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COMPLETE ASSEMBLY

REV | ECN | DESCRIPTION | DATE | APPROVED
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
A | K900051 | 62584442 WAS 62584446 | 7/17/1999 | dmjohnson
B | K900056 | 62584449 WAS 62584442, 2.75 WAS 2.00" | 8/3/1999 | dmjohnson
C | K070187 | REDRAWN INVENTOR, ADD SHEETS 2 & 3 | 1/12/2008 | dmjohnson
D | K080033 | 62584447 & K200-04339 WAS 62584449 & K200-04344 | 3/15/2008 | dmjohnson
E | K600221 | 62583817 REPLACED IT WITH 62584422 | 10/17/2008 | SH
F | K100264 | ADD 80003643, 80006506 & 80006509 | 12/12/2010 | dmjohnson
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